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Optimization and Optimality Test for the Max-Cut Problem 
By Chr .  Hohmann and  W. Kern  1 
Abstract: We show that the following two problems are polynomiaUy equivalent: 
1) Given a (weighted) graph G, and a cut C of  G, decide whether C is maximal or not. 
2) Given a (weighted) graph G, and a cut C of G, decide whether C is maximal or not, and in case 
it is not, find a better solution C'. 
As a consequence, an optimality testing oracle may be used to design a polynomial time algorithm 
for approximately solving the (weighted) Max-Cut Problem. 
This in turn implies that recognizing optimal cuts in an unweighted graph is NP-hard. 
Key words: Max-cut, decision problem, optimization problem, polynomial transformation. 
Zusammenfassung: Wit zeigen, daiS folgende Probleme polynomial g.quivalent sind: 
1) Gegeben ein (gewichteter) Graph G, ein cut C yon G. Entseheide ob C optimal ist oder nicht. 
2) Gegeben ein (gewiehteter) Graph G, ein cut C yon G. Entscheide, ob C optimal ist oder nicht, 
und falls nieht, finale einen besseren cut C'. 
Eine Konsequenz hiervon ist, wie wit sehen werden, dag ein Optimalit~itstest Orakel einen poly- 
nomialen Algorithmus zur approximativen L6sung yon Max Cut Problemen liefert. Insbesondere 
folgt, dag das Erkennen yon maximalen cuts in ungewichteten Graphen NP-schwer ist. 
1 Introduct ion 
The Max-Cut  P rob lem is de f ined  as fo l lows:  g iven a connected  graph  G = (V, E) and a 
we ight  funct ion  w : E ~ IR+, f ind  a cut  C in G, i .e., a min ima l  cutset  C G E ,  o f  max i -  
mum we ight .  
Suppose  we are given a po lynomia l  t imc  oracle wh ich ,  g iven any  we ighted  graph  
and  a cut ,  dec ides whether  or not  the  g iven cut  is max imal .  Then ,  as we will see, th is  
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oracle may be used to design a polynomial time algorithm which does the following. 
Given a weighted graph G = (V, E), it computes a cut C of G, which has the weight 
w(C) >~ 1 - w(C ) where C* is any maximal cut of C. If every call to the oracle 
takes one unit of time, the algorithm will run in O(IEI 4 log LEI). Finally, we will 
prove a similar result for the unweighted case, showing that recognizing maximum cuts 
in an unweighted graph is NP-hard. 
2 Finding a Better Solution 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with weight-function w : E -+ IR+. The main impact of the 
above mentioned algorithm is a procedure which, given any suboptimal cut C of G, 
determines a better cut Chew by means of O(IEL 2) calls to an optimality testing oracle. 
This will be desecribed in the following. 
Thus let C be any suboptimal cut of G. In what follows, C will be fixed and we 
will refer to the edges e E C as "cut edges" and to the edges e ~ C as "non-cut edges" 
throughout. For every X E [0, 1] let Gx denote the weighted graph obtained from G 
by scaling the weights of the noncut edges by a factor X. Let Wx denote the edge 
weighting of G~. Thus wx(C) = w(C) for all X, since only non-cut edges are scaled. 
Furthermore, C is optimal in Go and suboptimal in G1. 
W.l.o.g. we assume that w(e)> 0 for every e E E. Let A denote the minimal 
weight of an edge e EE  and let g := 1/2.2~/w(E). Using the optimality testing oracle 
and binary search, we may compute oz, 13 E [0, 1] with ~ <13 ~< ~ + ~ such that C is 
(still) optimal in G~, but suboptimal in G 0. In fact this can be done in linear time. In a 
minute, we will describe how to construct a cut Chew of G such that w~(Cnew)> 
w~(C) [= w(C)l. 
For simplicity, let us introduce the following notation. Let H be any graph with 
edge-weighting, say, u. If e is an edge of H and 0 ~< e ~< u(e), then H +- ee shall denote 
the weighted graph obtained by increasing (decreasing) the weight on e by e. Further- 
more, H\e denotes, as usual, the graph obtained from H by deleting the edge e. 
Now let us come back to G. Recall that C is optimal in G~, suboptimal in G~, and 
we want to compute a cut Chew as above. Essentially, the idea is to slightly change the 
weights of the edges in Ga and G o and check whether this makes C become suboptimal 
in G~ or optimal in G#. This will give us information about which edges are possible 
candidates for Chew. More precisely, we are going to construct a sequence of graphs 
G(~ i) and Gtr starting with G (~ = Ga and G~ ~ = G~, such that C is optimal in G(a 0 and 
suboptimal in G~ i) for all i. 
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The sequence G~ i) will be such that in each step the number of candidates for 
Cnew is reduced until there is just one left. This one will then be easy to determine. 
The whole procedure is divided into two parts: One for handling the non-cut 
edges and one for handling the cut edges. We present he former first: 
LOOP: 
PROCEDURE NON-CUT EDGES 
Let G~ (~ := G~ and G(~  := G~ and let i = 0. 
FOR every non cut edge e DO 
e to be/3-sensitive, iff C is optimal in G (i) - Ae Define 
s-sensitive, iff C is suboptimal in G (i) + Ae 
insensitive, iff e is neither ~- nor ~-sensitive. 
IF every edge is ~-sensitive or insensitive, STOP. 
ELSE, let e be an c~-sensitive edge, which is not ~-sensitive. 
Let G (i+1) :=G(i)\e, G (i+1) := G(i)\e, 
i := i+ l ,  
GOTO LOOP. 
When the algorithm terminates, there are only /3-sensitive and insensitive dges left. 
The/]-sensitive will be precisely those non-cut edges contained in Chew. 
First note, that since A is the smallest weight of an edge in G, the edge weighting 
of G (i)-  2xe is (still) nonnegative. Thus the "testgraphs" considered uring the algo- 
rithm are feasible inputs for our optimality-testing oracle. 
Claim 1: C remains optimal in G (i) for all L 
Proof." This is clear, since we only remove non cut edges. [] 
The fact that C remains suboptimal in G~ i) will be proved by induction on i. For nota- 
tional convenience, let us call any cut C' a "/]-candidate" of G (i), if the weight of C' in 
G(j ) is larger than weight of C in G (i). (Of course, any/]-candidate in any G(j ) induces a 
cut Chew in G# as required.) Thus we have to show that the set of/3-candidates is non- 
empty for all i. Since C is suboptimal in G(~  this is certainly true for i = 0. 
Now, let i ~> 0 and assume that 
(*) there exists a/3-candidate of G (i), i.e. C is suboptimal in G(j ). 
Let w(~ i) and w~ i) denote the weight functions of G (i) and G (0. Thus in particular 
w(O(C) = wU)(C) = w(C) for all l". 
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Claim 2: Let C' be any/3-candidate of G~ i). Then w(A)(C ') < w(C) + AX and w~O(c ') > 
w(C)  - Ax. 
Proof." Obviously, 
w(~i)(C ') <~ w(O(C ') + (/3- a)w(C) <<. w(~O(C ') + (/3- a)w(E) < w(aO(c ') + AX; and 
since C is optimal in G(~ i), we get 
w O(c') < w O(c) = w(C). 
This proves the first inequality. The second follows from 
w O(c') > @(c ' ) -  Ax > w(C)- A. [] 
Claim 3: An edge e in G~ i) is/3-sensitive if and only if it is a non-cut edge contained in 
every/3-candicate of G~ O. 
Proof.' "~": Let e be/3-sensitive. Then Cis optimal in G(~/) - Axe. But, by the inductive 
assumption (*), C is suboptimal in G(~ ) . Since e is a non-cut edge, changing the weight 
on e cannot effect the value of C, and hence is must affect the value of every/3-candi- 
date of G (0. 
"~": Let e be contained in every/3-candidate of G (0. Then decreasing the weight 
of e by Ax decreases the weight of every/3-candidate by A. By claim 2, this makes C 
become optimal. 
Claim 4." An edge e in G (i) is a-sensitive, if it is a non-cut edge contained in some 
/3-candidate of G(j ) . 
Proof." Let e be contained in some/3-candidate C' of G(j ). Increasing the weight of e by 
A has no effect on the weight of C, but increases the weight of C' in G (0 by A By 
claim 2, this makes C suboptimal in G~ i), i.e., e is a-sensitive. [] 
Since G (i+1) and G~ i+') arise from G (0 and G(~ i) by deleting non-cut edges which are 
a-sensitive, but not/3-sensitive, Claims 3 and 4 imply that G~ i+D (still) contains/3-can- 
didates, i.e. that C is (still) suboptimal in G(j +'). Thus, our inductive assumption (*) 
remains valid for i + 1. Furthermore, if the above procedure runs into STOP in the 
i-th iteration, we have the following situation: 
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1) C is (still) optimal in G(a i) and suboptimal in G (i). 
2) If C' is any/3-candidate of G~ i), then the set of non-cut edges contained in C' is 
precisely the set of/3-sensitive edges in G(~ i). 
The pair G (i) and G (i) now becomes (together with C) the input for the second 
procedure, which handles the cut edges in a similar way: 
LOOP: 
PROCEDURE CUT EDGES 
FOR every cut edge e DO 
Define e to be ~-sensitive, iff C is optimal in G (i) + Ae 
a-sensitive, iff C is suboptimal in G (i) - Ae 
insensitive, iff e is neither a- nor/3-sensitive. 
IF every edge is either/3-sensitive or insensitive: STOP. 
ELSE, let e be an a-sensitive dge, which is not/3-sensitive. 
LetG~ (i+1) :=G (i) + s i+1) :=G(j ) + Ae 
i := i+1,  
GOTO LOOP. 
When this procedure runs into STOP, only ~3-sensitive and insensitive cut edges are left. 
We will see, that the insensitive cut edges together with the ~-sensitive non cut edges 
(determined previously) make up a cut Chew as required. Again the following is ob- 
vious: 
Claim 1': C remains optimal in every G (i). 
Next, let us assume that the following inductive assumption 
(*') C is suboptimal in G (i) 
holds. (This is of course true for the initial value of i.) As before, let us call a cut in 
G(i) a ~-candidate, if its weight in G (0 is strictly larger than the weight of C in G (i). 
Furthermore,let w (0, w (0 denote the weight functions associated to G (i) and G (i). 
Claim 2': If C' is any ~-candidate of G~ i), then w~i)(c ') < w(O(c) + s and w(i)(c ') > 
w(2~(O - ~. 
Proof." This is proved in exactly the same way as Claim 2. [] 
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Claim 3': A cut edge e of G (i) is/3-sensitive if and only if no/3-candidate of G (i) con- 
tains e. 
Proof" If e is contained in a/3-candidate, say C', of G (i), then obviously C can not be- 
come optimal by increasing the weight on e. Thus e is not/3-sensitive. 
Conversely, assume that e is not contained in any/3-candidate. Then, by Claim 2', 
increasing the weight on e makes C become optimal. [] 
Claim 4': A cut edge e of G(~ i) is s-sensitive, if some ~3-candidate ofG~ i) does not con- 
tain e. 
Proof: Let C' be a t3-candidate of G~ i) not containing e. Then, by Claim 2', decreasing 
the weight on e ~n G (i) makes C become suboptimal. Thus e is a-sensitive. [] 
Claim 3' and 4' show that our inductive assumption (*') remains valid for i + 1. In fact 
if e is an c~- but not 13-sensitive edge in the i-th iteration, this means that some/3-candi- 
date of G~ 0, say C', contains e, and some other, say C", does not. Increasing the weight 
of e in G~ i) rules out C" as a H-candidate in G~ i+1) (as can be seen from Claim 2'). 
In fact, a cut is a ~-candidate in G(~ i+l) if and only if it has been a/3-candidate in
G~ i) and contains e. From this it is clear that after at most 1El iterations, the proce- 
dure will run into STOP, thereby producing a pair G (i), G~ j) such that the following 
holds 
1') C is still optimal in G (j) and suboptimal in G~ j) 
2') If C' is any t3-candidate in G(j ) then the set of cut edges contained in C' is precise- 
ly the set of insensitive cut edges in G~ ]). 
Since during the whole procedure CUT EDGES, the set of ~3-candidates in each itera- 
tion is a (proper) subset of the set of ~-candidates in the previous iteration, we may 
combine 1') and 2') together with the corresponding results 1)and 2) for  the non-cut 
edges, to obtain the following. 
Proposition 2.1: Let the procedure NON CUT EDGE and CUT EDGE run into STOP 
in iteration i and ], resp. Then G (j) contains a unique/3-candidate C' consisting of the 
/3-sensitive non cut edges in the i-th iteration of procedure NON CUT EDGES and the 
insensitive cut edges in thej-th iteration of the procedure CUT EDGES. [] 
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Corollary 2.2: Based on the optimality testing oracle O, there exists a O([El2)-algo- 
rithm which, given a suboptimal cut C of G, produces a better solution Cnew. The dif- 
ference between the weights of C and Chew is at least (1 -~)A  (recall that A was de- 
fined to be the smallest nonzero weight of an edge). 
Pro@' The time bound is trivial. Let C' be the/3-candidate of G(J ") as in Proposition 
2.1. Then C' corresponds to a/Lcandidate Chew in G(r ~ = Gt~. 
Let N be the set of non-cut edges of Chew. Then 
w(Cnew) (1 -~)w(N) + w~(Cflew) > (1 -(3)w(N) + wry(C) >1 (1 -/3)/', + w(C), 
since N is nonempty. [] 
3 An  Approx imat ion  A lgor i thm Based on the Opt ima l i ty  Test ing Oracle 
From Corollary 2.2. one easily derives an approximation algorithm, based on the 
optimality testing oracle O. Let C be any cut of G, let Chew be the cut obtained by 
applying the procedures of section 2 and let C* be any max cut of G. Let w, Wne w and 
w*, resp., denote the weight of these cuts. 
Let q := (w* - Wnew)/(w* - w) = 1 - (Wnew - w)/(w* - w). Thus the relative dif- 
ference r(Cnew) = (w* - Wnew)/W* is obtained by multiplying the relative difference 
r(C) = (w* - w)/w* with q. 
Lemma 3.1: We may assume that q ~< 1 - - -  
/x 
2w(E)  " 
Proof." By corollary 2.2, Wnew - w/> (1 -/3)A. On the other hand, w* - w ~< (1 - a)w(E), 
since a has been chosen such that C is optimal in G,~. Therefore, 
q = 1 - (Wnew - w)l(w* - w) ~< 1 - (1 -13)A/[(1 - a)w(E)] 
Choosing t3 sufficiently close to a, we may assume that (1 - t3 ) / (1 -a )>~ 1/2. Thus 
2x 
q>~l - - -  [] 2w(e)" 
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Thus starting with C (~ = C, we may construct a sequence of cuts C (1), C (2), ... by 
successively applying the two procedures described in section 2, each time reducing 
the relative difference by a factor of q ~< 1 - A/2w(E). If w (k) denotes the weight of 
C (k) , then 
(w* - w(k)) /w * ~ qk(w* - w(~ * <~ qk. 
Now suppose we are given any e > 0 (presenting an upper bound for the relative dif- 
ference we want to accept). Let Gred denote the graph obtained from G by deleting all 
edges of weight ~< e 9 w(E)/IE[. Let * Wred denote the weight of any max cut in Gre d. 
Then, performing the above iterations in Gred, instead of G, we produce a sequence of 
cuts Cr(e ~ C(e D, whose weights" (0) , (1) . . . ,  Wre  d , Wre  d , . . . ,  satisfy 
(Wr*d k )/W*d k < (1 - -  Wred  ~ qred - Ared/2W(Ered) ) k 
where qred, Ared and Erea are understood to have the obvious meaning. Thus &red >/ 
e " w(E)/IE[ >i e . w(Ered)/lE[ . Hence 
2~E~ )k -Ice 
(1) (W'd- - "  (k)x,. , <qrked~< 1-- ~<e 21F'l Wred) /Wred  
Furthermore, the relative difference between max cuts in G and Gred is given by 
~. w(E)  (w* - W*ed) w(E) - w(Ered)  < _ _  _ 2e  
(2)  w* <~ w* 1/2w(E) 
since obviously w* ~ 1/2w(E) always holds. 
Combining (1) and (2), we get 
(w* --'wrea(k))/w* < (W* - wga)/w* + (wg~ - w!~)/W* 
(k)~. 
<~ 2e + (W* d " - -  Wre  d ) /wred  
2~ + e -ke/21El. 
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Thus for example, if e = 1/IEI we get a cut of relative difference ~<2/[E[ by choosing 
k ~> 21El 2 In IE[. 
Since each iteration takes O(IEI 2) units of time, this yields a O(IEI 4 in IEI) (1), 
algorithm for computing a cut of weight at least 1 - ~ w . 
Note that in case of max cardinality cut problems (w - 1), the above approximation 
algorithm will indeed find an optimum solution in polynomial time. However, it might 
look somewhat unfair using an optimality testing oracle for weighted graphs in order 
to solve problems in unweighted grpahs. Therefore we have studied the unweighted 
case separately. It turned out that a similar result as obtained above (i.e. polynomial 
equivalence of optimality test and improving a given suboptimal solution) also holds in 
the unweighted case. We sketch the main ideas in the following section. 
4 The Unweighted Case 
If one tries to imitate the procedure for finding a better solution by means of an 
optimality testing oracle, as described in the previous ection, for the unweighted case, 
two problems will arise: 
(1) The scaled graphs Go and G~ are not feasible inputs for an optimality testing 
oracle for unweighted graphs. 
(2) The modifications (decreasing or increasing the weight of an edge) made in the 
two procedures CUT EDGES and NON CUT EDGES yield infeasible inputs for 
the testing oracle (provided you are not willing to allow multiple edges in the 
testgraphs). 
Fortunately, it turns out that (1) doesn't cause any trouble. In fact the cardinality 
problem allows a much simpler method to be used. This will be sketched below. 
Problem (2) can be resolved as follows. Recall that in the two procedures CUT 
EDGES and NON CUT EDGES the weight of every edge is increased or decreased 
at most once. Thus, if the original graph has edges weighted by 1, then the testgraphs 
will have edges weighted by 1 or 2. Therefore, to handle the case of unweighted graphs, 
it will be sufficient o have an optimality testing oracle which is able to treat weighted 
graphs in which every edge has weight 1 or 2. Such an oracle, however can be build 
up from an arbitrary unweighted graph oracle as shown in the following. 
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Lemma 4.1." Given an optimality testing oracle for unweighted graphs, one can build 
up (in linear time) an optimality testing oracle for graphs with edge weightings 1or 2. 
Proof. Suppose we are given a graph G = (V, E) with every edge weighted by 1 or 2, 
and a cut C C_E, providing an instance for the "1 -2  weighted" optimality testing 
oracle. This is transformed to an instance d = (I~, E) and d C E for the ordinary (un- 
weighted) oracle as follows: 
Replace every edge e = (u, v) @ E of weight 2 by a subgraph as indicated below: 
2 
U V --~ 
t r u ~) 
)v 
" V" u 
The unweighted graph obtained in this way (by replacing every edge of weight 2) is 
already the object graph G = (l~, L'). The cut C C_ E is defined as follows: 
If an edge e = (u, v) of weight 2 belongs to C, then C shall contain all six edges of 
the auxiliary subgraph in G which replaces e. (Note that this is possible: Let V = F1 0 V2 
define the bipartition of V corresponding to C Since e E C, we must have that, say, 
u E V1 and v E V2. Hence we may add u' and u" to V2 and v' and v" to V1 for con- 
structing the bipartition of V corresponding to C'.) 
If an edge e = (u, v) of weight 2 does not belong to C then only 4 of the six edges 
of the auxiliary subgraph corresponding to e in G shall be contained in C. (In this case 
we may assume that both u and v are in V1 and we may add u', u", v' and v" to V2 in 
order to get the bipartition corresponding to C.) 
Finally, C shall contain precisely those edges of weight 1 which are also included 
in C 
It is then straightforward to check that C is optimal in G if and only if C is opti- 
mal in G. (Note that the weight of the non cut edges in G equals the weight of the non 
cut edges in G,) [] 
Thus assume that an optimality testing oracle is available which can treat { l, 2 }-weighted 
graphs. Then, given any unweighted graph G = (V, E) and a suboptimal cut C C_ E, we 
will find a better solution Chew by applying two procedures, imilar to those described 
in section 3. 
WHILE 
STOP 
PROCEDURE NON CUT EDGES 
Let G (~ := G; i = 0 
there exists a non cut edge e which can be removed without affecting sub- 
optimality of C: 
LetG (i+l) :=G(O\e;i :=i+ 1, 
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When this procedure stops, say in the i-th iteration, then obviously C is still suboptimal 
in G (i), i.e. G (i) contains cuts which are larger than C Moreover, any of these cuts 
contains precisely those non cut edges that are (still) contained in G (i). Finally, any 
of these cuts contains ICI + 1 edges in total. 
WHILE 
STOP 
PROCEDURE CUT EDGES 
there exists a cut edge e of weight 1 that can be weighted by 2 without af- 
fecting suboptimality of C: 
LetG (i+l) := G (i) + t ' e; i := i + l , 
(Output Chew := the set of all cut edges of weight 2, together with all non cut 
edges left.) 
As in section 3, let us call any cut in G (k) which is larger than C, simply a "candidate". 
Since this procedure starts with a graph the candidates of which surpass the weight of 
C exactly by 1, this remains true throughout the procedure: For the weight of C in- 
creases in each step and the candidates' weight can not grow faster. After each step, 
we still have a nonempty set of candidates. Their weight must have been increased in 
each step, so they contain all cut edges the weight of which has been put to 2 so far. 
This is still true when the procedure stops. Now let us look at the remaining cut-edges: 
C becomes optimal if we double the weight of any of these, so none of them can be- 
long to a candiate. In fact, it follows, that there is just one candidate left, which is 
precisely the cut Chew that is output at the end of PROCEDURE CUT EDGES. 
Thus we have proved 
Proposit ion 4.2: Given an optimality testing oracle for the unweighted Max Cut Problem 
one can design a polynomial time algorithm for solving the Max Cut Problem, [] 
Hence, in particular, recognizing optimality even in the unweighted case is NP-hard. 
5 Remarks  
I. The main idea of the approximation algorithm appears to be a kind of homotopy- 
method, successively transforming an easy problem (provided by Go) into a more dif- 
ficult one (provided by G1). We think that it would not be surprising if the method 
could be adopted to various other problems, (e.g., it works for the Max Clique Prob- 
lem, too.) 
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2. As mentioned at the end of section 4, our results may be seen as a strengthening 
of the wellknown NP-completeness result for Max Cut: Given a graph G and integer k, 
the problem of deciding whether there exists a cut of size >k  remains NP-hard even if 
(in addition to the input G and k) we are given a cut C of size equal to k. As indicated 
in Remark 1, the same is true for the Maximum Clique Problem. Furthermore, a
similar result has been proved for the Longest Path Problem (cf. [3]). Is there any 
general result hidden behind these special cases? 
3. The results we obtained answer - to some extent - a question that has been con- 
sidered in [1]. There, the notion of depth of a combinatorial optimization problem 
was studied for some selected examples. Intuitively, the depth of a feasible solution 
x 0 of some combinatorial optimization problem is defined to be the minimum net 
amount of "hill climbing" that has to be done in order to go from Xo to any better 
solution. The results in [1] indicate that, from a computational complexity point of 
view, there might be a relationship between the following two problems: 
1) computing the depth 
2) solving the optimization problem 
The relation of our work to [1] becomes obvious, once you notice that recognizing 
optimal solutions is equivalent to deciding whether a given solution has depth = 0 or 
>0. In fact, a solution is a "global" optimum (w.r.t. some prespecified neighbourhood 
structrue) if and only if it is a "local" optimum (which can be checked easily) and has 
depth equal to zero. The interested reader is referred to [1] for more details and 
further references. 
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